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GET COMM-FIE WITH CO-C
On 1st October, 2021 the Co-curricular committee organized an event titled, “Get Comm-fie with
Co-C” virtually bringing forward their creativity and out-of-the-box thinking leading to a session full
of fun-filled activity. The event constituted of various rounds in which all the committees
participated whole-heartedly.
The event began with a round called “Committee War”, which was about all the committees
introducing and familiarizing all the participants with their own members but with a twist i.e.,
through any rhyme, jingle or songs. This was followed by a round of “Musical Ears” whose
objective was to distinguish the individual opening credit songs from within the mash up of various
daily soaps which are streamed on Netflix. The round following, was tagged as “Netflix and Chill”
where the participating committees had to identify the quoted dialogues from Bollywood Movies
translated to English. Next in line was a round titled “Speak for your Committee” where a
representative from each committee had to put forward the reason for their committee being
unique and standing out from the rest and showcase the best of their committees.
Finally, the biggest and most detailed round was reserved for last where the finalist teams
emerging from the previous rounds battled out which was “Who will be the next Sherlock”.
This included various sub-activities like finding the hidden words and solving out the given picture
puzzles within the stipulated time-limit.
To summarize the entire event was really fun-filled and the efforts put in by the Co-Curricular
Committee was rightly displayed through the smooth and flawless conduction of the event. The
event was aimed at giving students a break from the daily schedule and have some recreational
moments to be enjoyed amongst the batch and it delivered exactly as promised.

